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Emotional Engagement in Feature 
Film Storytelling: Reframing the 
Classical Three-Act Structure 
Norlela Ismail 
This article examines the contributions of the classical three-act 
structure in storytelling that could evoke emotions. The importance 
of its relationship with character's goal, motivation and audience's 
emotion is also discussed. A case study is ^ employed as a research 
method in which Field and McKee's conception of the three-act 
paradigm is used to analyse the case. The purpose of this article is 
to provide a platform (not offering a formula) for a filmmaker or 
screenwriter to emulate an approach that could help obtain an 
emotionally engaging story. 
At the core of every artist is a sacred place where all the rules are 
set aside or deliberately forgotten, and nothing matters but the 
instinctive choices of the heart and soul of the artist. 
Christopher Vogler 
Introduction 
It is well understood that there is a structure in the cycle of a human life, 
a common identifiable structure that consists of the beginning, middle 
and end. In every phase of that cycle there are turning points, inciting 
incidences (a particular situation or event that provokes a person 
(he) to react and take action), complications and resolutions. He comes 
across conflicts and problems, he enters the threshold into a "special 
world" (Vogler, 1998) in which he hunts for solutions, he overcomes all 
hurdles and obstacles, he struggles for survival and he endures emotionally 
charged circumstances before his emotions ease down when solutions 
are finally found to resolve the problems. 
This conception is very well adopted, modified and adapted into feature 
film storytelling. In reality, human life may consist of some conflicts and 
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problems that could take several years to resolve. However, the human 
life and human problems in the feature film are structurally compressed 
and simplified. Thus, they can be resolved within filmic time. 
Structure is the way things are constructed and shaped. It refers to 
the arrangement, composition, configuration, construction, design, form, 
formation, make-up and organization. It is also defined as the relationship 
of the parts of a work to the whole (Field, 1994). In Chatman (1978), 
narrative structure theory claims that structure is derived within the 
component of (Discourse) or the "HOW". Structure is the form of 
expression and the means to communicate story content. Content, on 
the contrary, is a chain of events and characters. In the course of story 
structure, these chains of events and characters are materialized. The 
other component in storytelling as proposed by the theory is called STORY 
(histoire) or better known as the "WHAT". The "HOW" and "WHAT" 
must facilitate one another in order for a story to work. 
Some argue that, for a film to succeed; filmmakers or screenwriters 
must master story structure in order to achieve "a great script". They 
must also master story structure in order to ignore it (story structure) 
and most importantly they must also master the story structure in order 
to elicit specific emotions to the audience. Hence, the audience would 
be engaged to the story. 
From this point onwards I will use story structure and three-act 
structure interchangeably in accordance to the context of my discussion. 
Hauge (1999) suggested that the role of filmmakers is to elicit emotion 
in an audience. According to him, the movie that holds our fascination 
and has been engrossing throughout the century is one that provides an 
opportunity to "experience emotion". Cooper (1996), McKee (1997) and 
Iglesias (2006) identified several key constituents in feature film 
storytelling that have imperative impact to audience's emotions. McKee 
explained that the audience experiences emotions when they are going 
through a transition of values. He outlined these three main conditions 
that would help us see the movement of value to emotion; the audience 
must empathise with the character, know what the character wants and 
want her or him to have it and understand the character's values at 
stake. 
Iglesias further takes us to another perspective in which there are 
three basic key responses that could evoke emotion in an audience: 
Voyeuristic, Vicarious and Visceral. The former response provides 
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curiosity to the audience, the latter takes the audience to empathise and 
the last response is to mesmerise the audience with a big spectacle. The 
ideas of evoking emotions were further supported by Cooper. Cooper 
(1996) identified that a story should contain four emotional needs: the 
need for new information, the need to bond, the need for conflict 
resolution and the need for completion. Undeniably, there is a range 
of principles that a filmmaker/screenwriter must grasp in order to ascertain 
optimum effects that could move the audience emotionally. 
How do we rectify structural problems so that the storyline is 
emotionally charged and consequently evokes a certain response from 
us? When we watch a film particularly the mainstream ones, we 
sometimes feel that something is not complete, something is missing, an 
event is planted in the beginning but it is not paid off in the end, we do not 
know what is going on, what happens to the characters, what motivates 
the characters to do what they do or a plot happens too fast and the 
ending is abrupt. Those are some cases of structural problems or flawed 
story structure. 
One concept that could possibly be used to rectify structurally flawed 
story is by reframing the most exploited and well-known paradigm in 
feature film storytelling, that is, the classical three-act structure. How 
does the classical three-act structure play its part in eliciting emotions 
thus evoking audiences' emotions? What does the beginning, middle and 
end represent in storytelling? What can each act offer to obtain emotional 
responses from the audience? 
These research questions underline the aims of the study which are 
to identify the contributions of the classical three-act structure in feature 
film story telling that is to become emotionally engaging, to uncover 
intriguing aspects such as the connection of story values, plot points and 
emotions within the three-act and to demonstrate crucial relationships 
that structure, character and emotions play in storytelling. This study is 
not contesting the issues of whether the screenwriter writes the film 
screenplay understudied with conscious presence of the three-act 
structure or not, and it is also not questioning about his instinctive choices 
when he writes. 
Before we take a look at the case study, it is crucial to review some 
insights pertaining to the relationship between story structure, character 
and emotion. 
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Review on Structure, Character and Emotions 
Blacker (1986) argued that a well-made screenplay becomes pure 
mechanical contrivance if there's no emotion. In which, Vale (1972) 
further supported Blacker's conclusions on structure in relation to 
emotions. Vale referred story structure to dramatic construction. He 
underscored that dramatic construction affects how a story is told to an 
audience. He found that a writer must present his/her story according to 
an effective manner dramatic construction. A story should cause surprise, 
hope, fear, suspense, and forward movement. 
McKee (1997) related that story structure helps the film audience 
recognize the consequences of action that the protagonist is trying to 
achieve so that the audience may emotionally be engaged to the story. 
He also pointed out that a character's role and story structure are 
intertwined. He found that these two elements correlate with one another, 
eventually resulting in a success in storytelling. He further claimed that 
events in a story structure are created... "to provide progressively 
building pressures that force characters into more and more difficult 
dilemmas where they must make more and more difficult risk-taking 
choices and actions..." (McKee, 1997). 
Linda Seger (1994) confirmed McKee's view. She claimed that the 
more the audience identifies with the character's need to achieve the 
goal, the more the audience may connect with the character. Hauge 
(1980) on the other hand, emphasised on the importance of character's 
motivation in the arc of a story and how it helps the audience comprehend 
a story. Hauge introduced two instances from his five qualities without 
which, he claimed, no movie can succeed: 
• A movie needs a hero whose visible motivation drives the plot. 
• Audience must identify with that hero; they must experience emotion 
through the main character. In order to achieve this, the audience 
needs to feel sympathy for and empathise with the hero, something 
that the hero wants. If nothing is at stake for the hero, or if the hero 
does not regard the challenges as frightening on some level, the 
story will not work and the audience will not be emotionally involved. 
In her article, The emotional pattern of plot, Cowgill (2004) also 
claimed that great films show characters defined by emotions. The 
characters are defined by their specific goals, conflicts and their emotions. 
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Method 
Sample 
Titanic, directed by James Cameron (1997) is selected as the film 
understudied on the basis of some criteria. Titanic is the (IMDB, 2006) 
All Time Worldwide Box Office, ranking no. 1 with a total gross of $ 1,835.3 
million, a critically acclaimed film from around the world and it falls into 
the category of drama. 
Approach 
This study opts for a schematic approach due to two aspects; it is hoped 
to be easily conceived and grasped. The Three-Act Structure paradigm 
is applied. A few distinctive parameters are adhered to in the analysis of 
the film. The film has one central plot and three subplots. This study 
looks into the central plot only and it is concentrated on the linear 
time structure (see illustration 1). This study further examines the 
case study by looking at the dramatic questions that are dwelled within 
the plot points in each act of the three-act structure. 
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Illustration 1: Timeline Film Narrative (Plot and subplot) 
Illustration 1 demonstrates approximate position of the central plot 
and the subplots in the film narrative. This illustration shows general 
indications of the film's narrative timeline and it is served as a visual 
guide so that the central plot is easily identified. Subplot A (00") is the 
storyline of the old Rose and the explorers in the present time, Subplot B 
(23") is the storyline of Jack Dawson and his mate, Subplot C (28") is 
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the storyline of the sinking ship, Titanic and the central plot (21") is the 
forbidden love story of Jack and Rose. Every discussion that takes place 
in this study is observed from the point of view of the protagonist (Rose). 
Overview of the Classical Three-Act Structure 
There are numerous versions of the three-act structure and it has evolved 
for many decades. It is still evolving. Field is one of the practitioners of 
the paradigm in Hollywood, among others that contribute to the 
multifaceted versions of the three-act are Aronson, Armer, Hauge, Trottier 
and so forth. The most classic version of the three-act was coined by 
the great Greek philosopher, Aristotle (384 BCE - March 7, 322 BCE). 
In his book Poetics, he defined distinctive characteristics of Greek 
dramatic structure and act break points were dissected from the narrative 
of the Greek Tragedy and Comedy stage plays. 
The Three-Act paradigm was introduced, and Aristotle termed each 
section as: beginning, middle and end. Poetics has become a significant 
reference or a "bible" of sort for the scholars in the studies of story 
narrative ever since. In the middle of the 19th century, Gustav Freytag 
introduced Freytag's pyramid in his study of drama, an expanded theory 
of Aristotle's dramatic structure. He claimed that a drama consisted of 
five stages or some claimed them as five-acts. The five stages consisted 
of the exposition, rising action, climax (or turning point), falling 
action, denouement or catastrophe. Conversely, in the 1970's, Todorov 
Tzvetan modified the classical three-act into five stages which could 
also possibly be a derivation of Freytag's theory of dramatic structure. 
The five stages were "a state of equilibrium at the outset; a disruption of 
the equilibrium by some action; recognition that there has been a disruption; 
an attempt to repair the disruption; a reinstatement of the equilibrium" 
(Wikipedia, 2006). 
Three-Act Structure Model 
Syd Field's simplified three-act structure paradigm is used for the purpose 
of scrutinizing the research. Figure 1 shows the basic paradigm of the 
three-act; it is comprised of the set up, confrontation and resolution. 
Within the three-act, two Field's major plot points are identified. Field 
proposed a number of pages for each act for a 120-minute screenplay. 
The set up is estimated between 1-30 pages, the confrontation is from 
page 30-90 and the resolution is between 90-120 pages. I have 
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incorporated McKee's (1997) concepts of the inciting incident, crisis, 
mid-act climax and climax (additional plot points) in Field's three-act 
paradigm simply to better illustrate the key components that are looked 
at when the film is analysed. 
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Source (Field, 1994, p 9) 
(Mckee, 1997, p. 219) 
Figure 1: Paradigm of a Screenplay 
The Act Break 
Each act break embodies distinct tasks in the story structure. These are 
the basic tasks for each act. 
ACT 1 (Set up) 
• The world of the story is balanced. 
• The main character, the secondary characters and the villains are 
introduced. 
• The mood and tone of the story is established. 
• Introduce the location, time and settings. 
• Set up a situation that would put the world of the main character out 
of balance. 
• Set up the problems or the main conflict. 
• The main character takes action and he enters into the special world. 
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ACT II (Confrontation) 
• The world of the story is catastrophic. 
• Show series of dramatic actions, complications, obstacles, reversal 
and hurdles that the main character needs to overcome either in the 
physical or emotional form. Tensions are escalated and heightened. 
• The villains and antagonists are much stronger that the main 
character. 
• A solution is found to resolve the main conflict. 
• Dramatic tensions dissipate when it reaches the climax. 
• The main conflict is resolved (physical actions or emotional 
confrontations). 
ACT III (Resolution) 
• The world of the story is back in balance. 
• The main character transforms (usually emotionally). 
• A message or lesson learnt. 
• The main character sees life from new perspective. 
Definition of the Plot Points 
It is essential to define the plot points so that the analysis is discernible. 
1. Inciting Incident 
McKee (1997) refers to it as incidents that upset the balance of the 
protagonist's life and he must be aroused to restore the balance. 
2. Plot Point I 
The character enters into his/her special journey in search for his or 
her goal. 
3. Mid-act climax 
The character almost gets his/her object or desire or goal but an 
action or information stops him/her from achieving it. Her destiny, 
fate, luck is reversed. 
4. Plot Point II 
The character manages to get what he/she wants and is ready to 
escape from the special world that he/she is in. 
5. Crisis 
Crisis is the point where the character makes a decision and to 
choose one action from another (McKee, 1997). 
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6. Climax 
Story climax must not necessarily be full of noise and violence. It 
must be full of meaning and it can be in a form of emotional 
confrontation. 
The Concept of Story Value 
This study further examines the film by the concept of story value. Story 
values are "...universal qualities of human experience that may shift 
from positive to negative or negative to positive, from one moment to the 
next..." (McKee, 1997). The values should be drawn from story events 
which are expressed through conflicts. 
These are a range of key story values arid key emotions that are 
proposed by McKee: 
Key Story Values 
Alive/Dead, Love/Hate, Freedom/Slavery, Truth/Lie, Courage/ 
Cowardice, Loyalty/Betrayal, Hope/Despair, Right/Wrong, Self-Doubt/ 
Self-Confidence. 
Key Emotions 
Fear, Pity, Sad, Happy, Surprise, Excited, Triumphant, Suspense, Hate, 
Thrill. 
Case Study 
Plot Synopsis 
The film Titanic is about the forbidden love between two lovers that 
come from two different social classes that is set in two different times, 
1912 and the present. The scene opens in the present where Rose Clavert, 
a ninety-year old woman narrates her love story and the disaster of the 
"unsinkable" ship, the Titanic, to Brock Lovett, an explorer who searches 
for a precious diamond (HEART OF THE OCEAN). Then, we are 
taken in flashbacks to 1912. An upper class young woman, Rose Dawson 
meets Jack Dawson, a third class passenger and the man that saves her 
life. She falls in love with Jack because she realises that Jack has 
uncovered her actual desire. Jack has liberated Rose from Ruth, a 
commanding mother, at the same time freeing her from her conventional 
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and arrogant fiance, Cal. She decides to run away with Jack leaving 
everything behind. Unfortunately, halfway through the journey; the ship 
collides with an iceberg. Rose and Jack need to overcome live endangering 
obstacles. In the end, the Titanic sinks to the bed of the Atlantic Ocean, 
claiming many lives including Jack Dawson. 
Timeline of the Central Plot 
The figure below shows the estimated time for each plot point within the 
three-act structure. 
ACT1 I ACT II I ACTm 
I o—H +-—i—14-1 \ 
Inciting Plot Mid-act Plot Crisis Climax 
Incident Point I Climax Point II 
+ k i + + M 
(36 Min) (60 Min) (Ihr 35 min) (lhrSOmin) (2hrl0min) (2hrl4min) 
< • 
180" 
SETUP CONFRONTATION RESOLUTION 
Figure 2: Timeline of the Central Plot 
Below is the summary of the set up, confrontation and resolution of 
the central plot. Within the summary, the key plot points of the three-act 
structure are identified. 
ACT I (SET UP) 
The central plot begins when the film takes us to the flashback sequences. 
In the beginning, Rose's life is portrayed as normal and in balance until 
Rose meets with Jack. Rose decides to jump off the ship because she is 
fed up with her life (her emotional turbulence is shown subtly). Her 
mother is controlling her and she is forced to marry a man that she does 
not love. So, she decides to end her life by jumping off the ship. However, 
her intention is stopped by Jack (Inciting incident). Jack talks her out 
of jumping off. Gradually she changes her mind. She slips while trying to 
get back on the ship. Both of them panick but Jack manages to save her. 
Rose feels indebted to Jack; she convinces her fiance that Jack has 
saved her life. Later, Jack is invited to dinner on the upper deck. 
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After the dinner, Jack invites Rose to the third class deck to have a 
'real' party unlike the ones that she has with her family or the ones she 
is used to. The atmosphere of the first class dinner is cold and frigid. 
Rose is intrigued by his invitation and she later goes to the "real" party 
(Plot Point I). At this point, she is entering into the special world, the 
world that is full of complications, roller coaster rides and heightened 
tensions (the confrontation). 
ACT II (CONFRONTATION) - Special World 
Rose is enjoying herself with Jack in the third class deck. Their love 
affair gradually begin to blossom. Ruth senses that Rose is very much 
drawn to Jack so she forbids Rose from seeing him again otherwise 
their financial situations are going to be at stake because Cal is their 
passport of financial security. Rose despises her mother at the same 
time empathises her. Hence, she decides not to see Jack anymore. 
However, it does not take long for her to change her mind because at 
this point of time she trusts her strong fervour, she is certain with what 
she wants and she finds the courage to strive against all odds therefore 
she decides to be with Jack. In the mean time, Cal notices that Rose and 
Jack are too close. He feels threatened. Therefore he instructs his aide 
to keep on eye on Jack. Unbeknownst to Rose and Jack, they are being 
closely watched by Cal's aide. 
One quiet night, the ship collides with an iceberg. Rose and Jack try 
to escape from the wrecking ship. However Cal's aide catches them. 
Finally, Jack is apprehended and he is accused of stealing the HEART 
OF THE OCEAN (a diamond necklace that is given by Cal to Rose) 
(Mid-act climax). Rose is flabbergasted and confused with the situation. 
She appears helpless and there is nothing she can do. Jack is locked 
away in a room. Her destiny is reversed. Cal takes Rose away. All 
passengers evacuate the sinking ship hastily. 
Rose is about to get on the lifeboat when suddenly she realises that 
she must rescue Jack. She goes to the room where Jack is locked and 
sets him free. After he is rescued, on Jack's advice, Rose gets on another 
lifeboat for the second time and still without Jack (Plot Point II). 
At this point, Rose clearly looks emotionally tormented and she is 
overwhelmed with hefty guilt (Crisis). At last, she jumps out of the 
lifeboat and she runs toward the man that she truly loves, Jack. Cal is 
exasperated. He chases and shoots Rose and Jack. Rose and Jack 
manage to escape from Cal but as they run deeper into the sinking ship, 
they realise that they cannot escape the inevitable disaster (Climax). 
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ACT III - Resolution 
The ship is sinking fast. Jack and Rose are gradually dragged into the 
freezing water. Their love affair ends tragically. The ship finally sinks to 
the bed of the Atlantic Ocean. Rose survives in the ordeal but Jack dies. 
Table 1 shows the summarisation of key emotions and key story 
values that are emitted from each key plot point. The key emotions 
herein are general indications of dominant responses. 
Table 1: Key Plot Point, Key Emotions and Key Story Values 
COLUMN 1 COLUMN II COLUMN III 
NO. KEY PLOT KEY STORY KEY EMOTIONS 
POINT VALUES (Protagonist's dilemma) (Audiences' responses) 
1 Inciting Incident 
(Rose meets Jack the 
first time eye to eye) 
2 Plot Point 1 
(Rose goes to 
the party) 
3 Mid act-climax 
(Jack is caught for 
stealing) 
4 Plot Point II 
(Rose gets on the 
lifeboat after rescuing 
Jack) 
5 Crisis (Rose on the 
lifeboat for the second 
time) 
6 Climax 
(Rose and Jack are 
shot and chased by 
Cal) 
Love/Hate 
Like/Dislike 
Self-Doubt/Self-Confidence 
Self-doubl/Self-
Conridence 
Self-doubt/Self-
Confidence 
Hope, Pleased 
Fear, Thrilled 
Pity, Fear, Suspense 
Self-Doubt/Self-Confidence Pity, Sad, Suspense 
Right/Wrong 
Freedom/Slavery, 
Life/Death 
Survival/Life/Death 
Fear, Pity, Sad, 
Suspense 
Thrilled, Fear, Pity, 
Suspense 
Column 1 indicates major events that occur in each plot point of the 
three-act structure. Column II shows key story values that are taking 
place when the protagonist is in a dilemma out of the conflicts that she 
needs to deal with. Column III describes audiences' emotional responses 
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in the course of the story. In the earlier discussion, it was mentioned that 
an audience is moved emotionally when they empathise or sympathise 
with the protagonist, relate to and identify with the dilemma and the 
conflicts that appear in the story events {These notions must be 
emphasised here again). Emotional responses are identified in the form 
of dramatic questions, these dramatic questions may differ from one 
audience to another in terms of the way it is produced but the construal 
ideas of the questions is not far astray. 
Key Plot Point 1 - Inciting Incident. The audience eagerly 
anticipates to see the moment when Rose meets Jack for the first time. 
Will Rose like Jack? Will Rose and Jack fall in love? At first, Rose 
seems to be agitated when Jack approaches. However, she soon realises 
that she is drawn to his unusual antiques. Thus she allows Jack to rescue 
her. The audience is pleased to see that Rose accepts Jack's help because 
it is a brief indication that their love affair is about to take place. However 
it is still at the early stages. The dramatic question is; Will Rose and 
Jack fall in love? This question still lingers on, no closure. The audience 
is intrigued. 
Key Plot Point 2 - Plot Point I, Rose is invited to the third class 
deck party. Will she go ? Will she find the strength to sneak away 
from her mother and fiance? Will Jack and Rose fall in love? Will 
Rose be the same cold hearted Rose again or in reverse? In the 
beginning, Rose appears unconfident. She is uncertain whether she should 
go or not to the third class deck party. Not very long later, she goes. The 
audience feels excited and thrilled for the decision that she makes. Now 
there is an even bigger chance for the love affair to spark. However, the 
audience's emotional experience is stretched when they learn that Rose 
is being stalked by Cal's aide. Will her secret life get exposed? Will she 
get caught? Will she be able to overcome more challenges ahead? 
As the story reaches the Key Plot Point 3 - Mid-Act Climax. 
The dramatic question; "Will Rose falls in love with Jack?" is resolved. 
However the next dramatic question is: Will Rose be able to surmount 
all obstacles ahead? Rose is confident that she has chosen freedom 
because she loves Jack and she somehow thinks that she gets him. On 
the contrary, the audience fears and pities her because Rose has no 
knowledge that she is about to witness a dramatic situation that would 
overturn her destiny. The audience is in the superior position. The 
audience knows that she is being tricked (the aide puts the diamond into 
Jack's jacket) but she does not know that information. This superior 
position magnifies the audiences' fear and deepens the suspense. Jack 
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is accused of stealing the Heart of the Ocean. Rose's confidence melts 
away and confused by the situation, she begins to doubt that will she 
ever be with Jack again. The audience feels even greater pity for her. 
Will Rose and Jack get to be together? Will Rose leave Jack behind? 
What would she do next? 
In the next Key Plot Point 4 - Plot Point II, Rose is compelled to 
get on the lifeboat for the second time upon realising that she needs to 
fulfil Jack's wishes. Again, she looks hesitant. On seeing this situation, 
the audience feels pity for her. The audience definitely would not want 
her to let him go because the general understanding is; if an audience is 
so consumed by a particular circumstance of the story, it is understood 
that the audience will emotionally react to that circumstances in which 
they would subconsciously urge that the girl must go with the boy or 
vice versa. It is the same application of emotional experience for the 
Titanic. Will she leave him or will she go back to him? The audience 
feels something is not right if she goes and thus they hope that Rose 
must do something about it. The question of how she would go about it 
keeps the audience at the edge of the cinema's seats and they are dragged 
along to further engage with the story. 
Key Plot Point 5 - Crisis. Rose appears hesitant; juggling her 
inner conflicts and dilemmas as to which direction she must choose. Will 
she want to be a slave forever? Would she choose freedom? If she 
goes on the lifeboat, will she survive or would she rather choose 
death because the ship is sinking but does that bother her? What 
bothers her clearly is Jack is on the ship. This intense and poignant 
moment engages the audience because this is the most crucial moment 
where she needs to make a critical decision that could alter her destiny 
and unconsciously manoeuvre the story structure. The audience 
empathises with her, understanding her emotional tumult. Suspense is at 
the brink of every audience's emotional experience. Soon after, Rose 
gains her confidence that Jack is who she should be with, and freedom is 
the path that she chooses; she clambers out of the lifeboat with great 
determination. The audience is clearly moved by her action and is thrilled 
to see that a true hero is finally revealed. However, dramatic tension is 
even further heightened. The audiences' excitement is short-lived because 
they know that Cal will not allow Rose to choose Jack over him. The 
audience fears that Rose and Jack's life are at stake. Will she endure 
further tensions? 
The next Key Plot Point 6 - Climax, the culmination point of the 
dramatic tension, Will Rose and Jack survive the ordeal? Will they 
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live or die? Will they manage to escape from Cal? Cal chases Rose 
and Jack with his gun in his hands, the audience fears for them because 
they might get killed. At the same time, the audience feels triumphant 
for what Rose has chosen, for the courage and strength that she finally 
discovers. She strives to overcome all odds for the sake of her love 
towards Jack and for the sake of her desires. The dramatic question, 
"Will Rose be able to surmount all obstacles ahead!" is finally resolved. 
The meaning of the story gradually sets in, that love conquers all. 
In conclusion, it is realised that suspense, pity and fear are the most 
prevailing emotions recognized throughout the viewing experience of 
the film. These dominant emotions fluctuate impeccably within the story 
structure in which the heart and soul of an audience is hypnotised by the 
film's potent storytelling 
Research Synthesis 
This study establishes that the classical three-act structure, the act breaks 
and the plot points perform an essential role in storytelling that is 
emotionally engaging. These plot points work effectively if story values 
were to be taken into account by the screenwriter, whilst defining the 
character's goal during the writing process. This study also attests to 
Blacker, Vale, McKee, Seger and Cowgill's views that story structure 
and character have strong relationships; the kind of relationships that 
could help to attain emotional effects in greater magnitude. Story structure, 
character's goal/motivation and audience's emotions are proven to be 
inseparable entities. In essence, story structure and character rely on 
one another to aggravate audience's emotions during the course of the 
story. Titanic has demonstrated that its story structure is lucid, deliberated 
and defined. It works with great effects thus making it an emotionally 
engaging story. 
It is an incomplete argument indeed if a character's goal was not 
further discussed in this study. The author would like to emphasize on 
the importance of the character's role in the progression of the story 
structure. Characters are indeed the agent of story structure. There is 
no story if there is no character. Titanic establishes early identification of 
who the main characters are, what are the problems, what the characters 
want and need. The characters desire and goal is clear. This helps the 
audience anticipate the decisions that the two characters are going to 
take in each plot point that ultimately allows them to achieve their desired 
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goal. The protagonist's (Rose) decisions or choices are driven by her 
desires, wants and needs. The functions of the plot points in the classical 
three-act of Titanic are magnified when the values at stake are intuitively 
planted through the presence of conflicts. The value/s is reckoned that 
can be associated closely to the audience's reaction. Audience reacts 
emotionally if the protagonist emotionally reacts to the conflicts and takes 
action whichever he considers to be the right way of solving the conflicts. 
Again, it is stressed here that the audience needs to understand what the 
character wants and needs. Therefore they should be able to understand 
the values at stakes in the path that the character chooses. Rose best 
illustrates the aforesaid notions. 
Rose wants to be with Jack. Therefore she has to be free from her 
mother. In order to gain her freedom, she needs to stand up for what she 
feels is right for her. Jack is the agent of Rose's transformation. Rose 
changes in the course of the story. Her character develops from a well-
composed, cold and dutiful young woman into a courageous, liberated, 
strong-willed young woman. Two major conflicts that transpire within 
the plot points have forced her to change; physical conflicts (Ruth and 
Cal, Sinking ship) and emotional conflicts (Obligated to her mother/fiance, 
desire to be free and liberated). On the other hand, Jack (Secondary 
character) falls in love with Rose the first time he sets eyes on her. He 
somehow knows that she is the one. He wants Rose to be with him and 
he is persistent. Jack does not have psychological and emotional character 
depth, as much as Rose but it is sufficient to identify his want from the 
first time he sets eyes on Rose. Jack does not change as much as Rose. 
His role is to liberate Rose's suppressed needs, unleashing her strengths, 
uncovering her actual desires and helping her find her true self. 
Diagram 1 illustrates general conceptual movement of the protagonist 
in the three-act structure of the story. Rose's movement can be seen 
from the horizontal and vertical viewpoint. The horizontal viewpoint defines 
Rose's role in the overall progression of the story. The vertical viewpoint 
describes Rose's role in the process of choosing the path that is right to 
her. This affects the plot points within an act. Story values gradually 
emerge. These moments are crucial to the audience's emotional 
experience thus making its storytelling effectual. In the framework, I 
have also demonstrated the types of conflicts that affected Rose. Hence, 
she has to choose and decide how to resolve them. The decisions that 
she makes is forced by the kind of stakes that lie ahead of her, these 
stakes produce story value once she makes her decisions whether positive 
or negative ones. 
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(Horizontal viewpoint- The whole three-act paradigm) 
Physical Conflict 
(Cal, Disaster) 
Emotional Conflict 
(Obligated/Dutiful 
Liberated) 
Values at stake 
(Life/Death/Win/Lose) 
Values at stake 
(Freedom/Slavery) 
- ^flP§& 7 
(Motivated by Wants, Needs and Desires) 
Rose wants to be with Jack 
Rose needs to find the courage to disobey 
her mother, leaving her fiance. 
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Rose reacts. 
Rose makes decisions. 
Rose takes action. Choose the right path. 
Rose chooses freedom 
Diagram 1: General Conceptual Movement of the Protagonist 
The derivations below further summarises this study: 
a. 
b. 
d. 
f. 
The film plot points are clear (as illustrated in Figure 2). 
The film plot points are charged with values at stake for the 
protagonist. 
The values appear when the protagonist is in conflict (physical/ 
emotional). 
The values appear when the protagonist needs to make his choices 
or decisions (positive or negative). 
There are delicately hidden dramatic questions in each plot point 
hence this guides the audience's emotional experience. 
The film has strong motivational characters that aid to spin, twist 
and turn the story structure. 
The film has tight plot with clear-cut cause and effect (causality). 
One event happens after the next. Events that are driven by the 
protagonist's motivations, goals and desires. The story progressions 
that are designed step by step therefore an audience is seamlessly 
absorbed emotionally and mentally into the world of the story. 
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I must briefly point out herein that there are other contributory factors 
that may directly or indirectly affect the way Titanic is made. Thus a 
story is told. The classical three-act structure is one of the major segments 
that contribute to the success of the film form. Compelling cinematic 
devices and breathtaking grandeur (the visceral experience) do lend its 
share in the overall quality of the storytelling ranging from the spectacular 
almost flawless visual effects, clever use of sound effects and a well-
blended music and song ("My heart will go on"). 
The theme song is symbolic in meaning at the same time dramatically 
surges the audiences' emotions. It is placed at the right time and at the 
right place. The melody invokes sentimentality and allows key emotions 
such as sadness, sorrow, grief, pity, fear and others to set in in each 
scene. I must say that Titanic comes with an exceptional story craft 
package, hence making it the most compelling and emotionally engaging 
storytelling. 
Conclusion 
There is no doubt that to emulate an intelligible story structure in any 
form of storytelling is very complex in nature because story structure 
can reside in between the realm of creative thinking and analytical thinking 
(Aronson, 2000). Intuition, subjectivity, creativity and orchestration of 
mental illusions are subjected to the analytical, intellectual, rational spheres 
of our mind. 
This is when the classical three-act structure is brought forward to 
offer alternative conceptual dimensions that can be used as an aid. Even 
though it may be perceived as too schematic for some at least it can 
assist the screenwriters (especially amateurs) to better understand the 
principles of storytelling. This will thus guide them to write an emotionally 
engaging story. If he (the screenwriter) has mastered the form and 
the rules, subconsciously he will break the rules because at this point, 
he knows that he is already an artist. 
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